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i. The  book  under  review  is a  collection  of  researches  devotcd to theoretical

extension  and  cross-Iinguistic  exploration  of  the notion  of  grounding, one  of  the

key  clements  of  Cognitive Grammar  posited to deal with  the  
"subjective"

 aspects

ofgrammatical  structure.  It specifically  concerns  anchoring  entities  designated by
nouns  and  clauses  to the  ground (the speaker's  conception  of  the speech  situation,

including the speech  participants and  the immediate circumstances).  The  opera-

tien of  grounding indicates how  the things  and  states  ofaffairs  (or 
"processes,"

 in
the CG  terminology)  referred  to by nouns  and  clauses  are  epistemically  related  to

the speech  situation.  In terms  of  gtrammatical form, grounding appears  as deter-
miners  and  tense/modal  expressions,  and  functionally it turns  nouns  into norninals
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(or noun  phrases) and  bare clausal  conceptions  into finite clauses,  at least in
languagcs like English.

  The  book  consists  of  thirteen  articles  including a  detailed introduction by the
editor  and  two  papers by R, W. Langacker, the  founder of  the  CG  theory. The  rest

of  them,  dealing with  phenomena from a  wide  range  oflanguages  such  as  Finnish,

French, Yucatec Maya, Spanish, Polish, German,  and  Dutch, as well  as  English,

are  divided into two  groups, the  first ofwhich  mainly  concerns  nominal  grounding
and  tihe second  of  which  takes up  issues regarding  clausal  grounding. Each  of  the

papers wM  be taken  up  for review  below.

2. Deixis is 2  concept  similar  to grounding, in that  they  both make  reference  to

some  facet of  the  speech  situation,  but deixis includes such  non-grounding,  Iexical

items as now  andevestemb],  as well  as grammatical elements  like tense  marking.  How

these  two  concepts  should  be distinguished is the  theme  of  L2ngacker's first paper
"Deixis

 and  subjectivity;'  a  reviscd  version  ofhis  earlicr  paper in igg3.  Grounding

clements  are  deictic in nature,  he says,  but not  every  deictic expression  has a

grounding function. The  difference, according  to him, lies in whether  the  element

is "criterial

 to the  formation ofa  nominal  or  a  finite clause"  (p. 8). For instance, a

word  likervestenig), is deictic since  it refers  to  a certain  day in relation  to  the  day in

which  the  gtound resides,  but it is not  a (clausal) gtounding expression  because it

does not  make  the  clause  ln which  it appears  (e.g. fr anv'vedyesterdL)'.)  finite, as

opposed  to  the  past tense  inflection, L2ngacker  thinks  that true grc)unding
elements  are  grammatical rather  than  lexical in natute  because what  thcy  profile is
not  the grounding relations  themselves  but the  entities  to be grounded by them.

Grounding  expressions  therefore  should  be high]y schematic  in thei'r profile and

conceptually  dependent on  what  they  ground,  in terms  of  their  specific  semantic

content.

  One  thing  he failed to note  here is that deictic but non-grounding  expressions

likeL>,estefthJt t and  now-profile  entities  that  are  already  groundcd in themselves  and,  in

that  sense,  they  are  inhimsz`calp groanded expressions.  Ylesteith>' can  serve  as  a  fu11

nominal  without  any  determiner attached  to it, as  in Ylestembev uas.pleasaff4  because

it is already  grounded and  functionally comparable  to ordinary  noun  phrases like
cbe aLp, or  thnt dey.' (rhe same  applies  to personal pronouns and  proper names,  as

Langackcr himsclf mcntions  in note  7 (p.2s), and  in Langacker (igg3: 8i and

i48).)  VUhen it is used  as  an  adverbial,  as  in Hla am'gredp,estenthy,  it profiles the

temporal  relation  bctween the  day containing  the process and  the ground, as

opposed  to  the past tense  inflection, which  in Lang2cker's view  schernatically

profiles the  process itselC evoking  the  temporal  loc2tion only  in the  base.

  In his second  paper 
"Remarks

 on  English grounding systems,"  Langacker

examines  the  parallelisms and  differences between nominal  and  clausal  grounding;
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particularly at issue is the relationship  between their conceptual  content  and  the

degree of  overt  marking.  He  explains  the relationship  as  motivated  by a  basic
iconicity in which  overt  grounding marking  signals  an  attempt  by the conceptualizer

to bring matters  under  his/her mental  control,  which  emerges  in the nominal

sphere  as  the  eflibrt to direct attention  to a particular instance of  a type, out  ef  all

the  possible candidates,  and  in the clausal  sphere  as the effort  to 
"determine

where  the  evolutionary  momentum  of  reality  is likely to lead it" tp. 33).

3. That nominal  grounding takes  the  form ef  determiners may  lead to an

impression that its essence  boils down  to just showing  the  addressee  how  to  pick
out  the  intended referent  and  there is nothing  more  

"subjective"
 involved in it.

But R. Epstein ("Grounding, subjecrivity  2nd  definite dcscriptions") criticizes  that

most  of  the  previous work  on  the  definite article,  relying  on  notions  like familiatity

or  unique  identifiability, focuses only  on  such  logico-referential aspects  ofground-

ing and  ignorcs thc fact that thcrc arc  cases  in which  the  identity of  the  referent  is

neither  contextually  nor  physically available  to the  addressee  at the time  of

spcaking.  He  classifies  those  cases  into three  groups which  feature, respectively,

high prominence in the  ensuing  discourse, role  reference  vLrith  a  value-free

interpretation, and  shifts  to  non-canonical  viewpoints,  and  he provides a  unified

explanation  that  covers  all of  them  as  well  as  the orthodox  cases  of  unique

identifiability. The  definite article,  according  to  him, just signals  the  existence  of  a

low degree (cognitive) acccss  path to the refercnt  of  the nominal,  and  its exact

interpretation, including its extra  nuances,  must  be sought  through  its interaction
with  contextual  factors.

  
"Interaction,

 grounding and  third-person  referential  forms" by R. Laury  reveals

how  the  ground is subject  to dynamic change  when  observed  in the  course  of

conversational  discourse, by examining  actual  usage  of  third-person  nominals  (viz.
personal pronouns, demonstratives, proper names  and  kinship terms)  in Finnish
conversational  data. The  ground is clairned  to  be 

"socio-centric"
 in the  sense  that

its state  in multi-party  conversation  changcs  as  the  discourse progresses, depend-
ing on  who  the  speaker  is talking  to and  what  he/she is talking  about.

  
"Deictic

 principles of  pronominals, demonstratives, and  tenses"  by T.AJ.M.

Janssen examines  the  form-meaning  correspondcnces  of  pcrsonal pronouns and
demonstratives in several  languages including the Japanese ko-so-a demonstrative
system  and  accounts  for systematic  morphological  patterns they  show,  by positing
the  speaker's  

"mental

 field of  vision,"  which  he  says  is divided into distinct
rcgions  according  to  thc  way  tihcy are  viewed  frem  the  vantage  points of  the

discourse participants (speaker and  addressee),  He  additionally  proposes that  the

tense  opposhion  between present and  past c2n  be treated in like mannet,  i.e. they

bclong to two  different regions  in the  mental  field of  vision,  instead of  just
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distance lproximal vs.  distal) per se.

4. Tense  and  mood  are  central  grammatical categories  pertaining to ･clausal

grounding. In an  attempt  to  provide an  overall  account  of  the  French mood

system  C`The meaning  and  distribution of  French mood  infiectiens"), M. Achard

proposes that thc  diffCrence between the  mood  fbrms lies in the  way  the

designated process is evaluatcd  with respect  to reality.  According  to him, the
indicative mood  signals  that  the  process is conceptualized  as tesiding  in rcality.

The subjunctive  mood  shows  the  process as  conceptualized  in a  local mental

space  
"at

 the level of  basic realigr,"  where  
"events

 are  directly apprehended,  that

is to say  observed,  dreaded, dreamed, imagined..." tp.2o8) and  
"the

 mere

occurrence  of  the  conceptualized  event  is bcing considered"  (p.2ii). The  condi-

tional moc)d  establishes  the  conceptualized  process as  an  alternative  to reality  that

can  only  be realized  if specific  conditions  are  met.  Achard also notes  that  only  thc

indicative should  be considered  to .incorporate  tense because tense  is the  indica-
tion ofa  temporal  location in the  reality  space  and  the subjunctive  and  conditional

inflections establish  the  designated process outside  of  reality.

  A  problcm with  his mood  system  is the  notion  (and term)  
"basic

 reality"  hc

proposes to account  fbr the difference betsxTeen the  indicative and  the subjunctive.

1'Ie says  the  mood  fbrms are  related  to two  distinct levels of  reality  conception,  the

indicative to 
"elaborated

 reality"  and  the  subjunctive  to 
`fbasic

 reality."  But  even

xxTith his detailed description of  the relation  between these  two  levcls of  
"reality"

lpp. 2o7-2og),  the  term  seems  misleading  and  confusing  because 
"basic

 reality"  is
not  realigr  at  all and  not  treated  as such  in his expianation  of  tihe subjunctive  (e.g.
"the

 subjunctive  indicates that the  conceptualized  event  is not  considered  with
respect  to reality, but to a  specific,  more  Iocal mental  space"  tp. ig7)).  I think  the

term  should  be changed  to something  that indicates or  suggests  the  apistemz'caip
sblspended  status  of  the  conceptualized  process designated by the  subjunctive.  As
anyone  who  knows  French (and other  Romance  languages) can  see,  what  the

subjunctive  does, intuitively, is to refrain  from specifying  how  the  conceptualized

process is related  to reality  and  leave the  job to a higher-order expression  such  as

the  matrix  clause.  Actually, this  intuition is exactly  what  he tried to capture  by
using  tihe notion  of  

"basic

 reality;'  as  shown  by his own  words,  
"At

 this level,
events  are  recorded,  but their epistemic  status  is not  questioned or  assessed"  (p,
2o8).

  
"The

 English present" by Ftank  Brisard proposes an  
"epistemic"

 account  of

the  English pre$ent tense, in which  he clalms  it shows  the designated process as

part of  the speaker's  structural  viesxT  of  the  world  and  thus  constitutive  of  his/her
structural  l<nowledge of  the  world,  which  he regards  as part of  thc ground. His
epistemic  (or modal)  view  of  tense,  however, is highly speculative  aacking
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sufficient  factuai support)  and  hardly convincing.  
.He

 has difficulty explaining  why

the  present tense  can  designate a phenomenal (not structurab  state  like Ybcar kays

are  on  the lahle tp. 268).  And  his idea that the  (simplc) present tense  represents  a

process in its structural  nature  and  the  present progressive, by centrast,  reptesents

it as a  contingent  phenomenon ignores the  fact that the aspecimal  distinction

between the  simple  tense  form and  the  progressive fbrm is systematically  estab-

lished throughout  all tense  forms in English. This systematic  aspectual  distinction

and  its inter2ctions with  tense  arc  neatly  captured  in the  standard  
"temporal"

explanation  explored  by Langacker (iggi, rggg,  and  2ooi),  in which  the present
tense  is cQnsidered  to indicate that a  full instantiation of  the  designated process
coincides  with  the  speech  event  either  in the  

C`actual

 plane" or  in the  
"virtual

plane." It is thus  difficult to see  how  Brisard's epistemic  view  of  tense  exce]s

Langacker's account,  at least in terms  of  factual verification  and  theoretical

systematlclty.

  The imperfect tense  in Romance  languages is a curious  crossroads  of  tense,

aspect,  and  modality.  While in its primary usage  it contrasts  with  the present tense

for its past-tirne reference  and  with  the  perfective past tense  for its aspectual

value,  it can  refer  to a  variety  of  imaginary situations  like pfetending and

counterfactuals.  
"The

 French  impac72xi4 deterrniners and  grounding" by W.  De

Mulder 2nd  C. Vetters and  
"The

 preterit and  the  imperfect as grounding predic2-
tions" by A. Doiz-Bienzobas are  attempts  to provide a cognitive  account  of  this

intriguing tense  form in French and  Spanish respectively,  both based on  the same

idea that the  imperfect tense  indicates that the  designated process is viewed  from

a viewpoint  separate  from the actual  speech  situation.

  Specifically, De  Mulder and  Vetters claim  that the impaijZit signals  that the

process designated by the  clause  is to be conceptualized  as an  
"actuality;'

 viewed

fiJom a viewpoint  other  than  that  of  the  speaker  and  thi$ viewpoint  ultimately  has

to be identificd via  accessible  contextual  clues.  According to  them,  the notion  of

"actuality"
 ("an experience  of  the events  as  they  unfold  themselves"  lp. i22))

enables  the  form to have an  imperfective construal  of  the  designated situation,

and  the separation  of  the viewpoint  fi:om the  actual  ground gives rise to a variety

of  medal  uses.  Additionally, they  compare  the  impatfail with  the  French articles

and  conclude  that  it is in some  respects  comparable  to the definite articles  (le, la,

and  leD in terms  of  the accessibility  of  the  referent,  and  to the partitive articles  (du,
de la, and  deO in terms  of  its aspectual  value  because both express  continuity  of  the

designated entities.

  Doiz-Bienzobas characterizes  the  preterit and  the  imperfect, two  past tense

forms in Spanish that  prirnarily contrast  with  each  other  in aspectual  terms

lperfective vs.  imperfective), as grounding expressions  that situate  the  desigriated

process in difllerent sorts  of  mental  space  or  plane. Specifically, the  preterit is
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considered  to locate a  process iq the past within  the  actual  plane (or reality  space)
and  has the process construed  from  the  speaker's  viewpoint  in the  ground,
creating  a  sense  of  det2chment between speaker  and  process. The imperfect, on

the othet  hand, is taken  to provide a  past viexxrpoint  removed  from the ground,
thereby  creating  a sense  of  pastness in its past imperfective uses;  the  presence of

a  viewpoint  or  conceptualizer  removed  from the  ground enables  the  imperfect
verb  fbrm i) to describe generalized states  ofaffairs  or  

"the

 way  things  are  in the
world"  within  the  sttuctural  plane (cf Langacker  iggg:  Ch, 8), as  reflected  in the

property readings  that arise  in many  of  its uses,  and  z)  to locate the  process in a
space  different from the  speaker's  reality  space,  as exemplified  in a  variety  of

ineaiZF cases  (e.g. counterfactuals,  dreams, pretend games,  and  wishes).  Doiz-
Bienzobas also notes  that the  aspectual,  temporal,  and  discourse-oriented notions

often  employed  in the analysis  of  the  two  verbal  forms are  not  fundamental for
their characterization  and  can  be explained  as  byproducts of  this analysis.

  A  re]ated  intetest in the peculiarity of  the impcrfective form is shown  by A.
Kochafiska (CCA cognitive  grammar  analysis  of  Polish nonpast  perfectivcs and

imperfectives: How  virtual  events  differ from actual  ones"),  who  analyzes  the

semantics  of  the Polish nonpast  perfective and  imperfective forms in their future-
time uses.  According to her, while  the  nonpast  perfective simply  ptofilcs a  future
actual  event,  thc  profile of  the nonpast  imperfective, which  rcfers  to a current

state  or  ongoing  event  in its prototypical use,  is shifted  to 
"the

 plane of  2  virtual

document"  in the  future-time use;  the virtual  document  can  be anything  that

structurally  shapes  the natural  course  of  events  to the  futurc (e.g. plans and

schedules)  and,  thanks  to its virtuality,  a process in it can  be activated  at any  time
as  an  event  tempotally  co-extensive  with  the  rime of  speaking.  (Though she  does
not  note  it, this is similar  to the future-time use  of  the  simple  present tense  in
English, which  refers  to something  like fixed future schedules,  as  in fohn leaeves
lomorvo2v and  C]brisxmasy7ide on  .Slatnd7Ly thisv}'ean)

s. As  noted  earlicr,  Langacker  considers  grounding expressions  to profile the

thing  ot  process they  relate  to thc  ground, instead of  the  gtounding relation  itself.
But this profile configuration  cannot  be observed  directly and  can  only  be
obtained  through  deliberate consideration  of  its symptomatic  features lpp. i i-2o).

The  German  modals  are  considered  by Langacker  (iggo) as non-grounding

expressions  because they  have not  acquired  the  same  degree of  formal

gtrammaticalization as  their  English counterparts  have; the  most  noticeable  symp-

tom  is the  fact that,  unlike  the  English modals  such  as  can,  netv,, and  necas4  they  have
nonfinite  forms and  reguire  a  tense  inflection or  another  auxiliary  verb  to make

the clause  finitc.

  T. Mortelmans,  however, proposes a more  gradient view  on  grounding  with
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respect  to how  to  categorize  the  Germzn  modals,  in 
"`LPP7eso

 sodeir  Zch dibb kdissen, do

hdlrst?biber Mensh,R A  study  of  the  German  modals  soden  and  mtz'ssen as  
`grounding

predications' in interrogatives." She argues  that  multiple  pararneters, functional as

well  as  formal, should  be considered  when  we  determine the  grounding status  of

a  modal  and  suggests  that thc epistewic German  modals  can  be included in the

category  of  grounding expressions,  drawing upon  Diewald's (igg3; iggg)  view  that

the  epistemic  uses  of  the  modals  and  the mood  inflections (indicative and

conjunctive  I &  II) should  be regarded  as having the  same  function, i.e. attributing

a  speaker-based  factuality value  to  a state  of  affairs. She also  points out  that the

epistemic  modals  generally do not  allow nonfinite  fbrms, past-tense inflections, or

mood  variationsL  Furthermore, she  investigates root  uses  of  two  of  the  modals,

seden  and  mdissen, in interrogative sentences  and  concludes  that they  function as

grounding expressions  in those  circumstances.

  
"Grounding

 and  the  system  of  epistemic  expressions  in Dutch; A  cognitive-

functional view"  by Jan Nuyts is another  attempt  to provlde 2n  unorthodox  view

on  clausal  grounding, based on  a  non-CG  perspective and  illustrated with  expres-

sions  of  epistemic  modality  in Dutch. Nuyts, drawing upon  his cognitive  prag-
matic  approach  to language dcveloped in Nuyts (igg2; 2ooi),  introduces a

distinction betwecn two  separate  levels ofconceptualization  that he assumes  to be

at  work  in linguistic communication:  conceptual  semantics  and  linguistic seman-

tics. The fbrmer is a  level of  pre-linguistic conceptions  that  can  be coded  in

multiple,  alternative  wzys  at the  latter level, just like the  case  in which  the  same

basic event  conception  can  be exprcssed  in the active  or  passive voice.

  Based on  this distinction, Nuyts proposes to  reinterpret  grounding as  a  notion

that pertains to the  level of  conceptual  semantics,  a  view  that  leads to the  idea that

the  same  tpre-linguistic) grounding conception  can  be codcd  ifl grammatically
divergent ways.  Thus, according  to him, expressions  of  epistemic  modality

("epistemic qualification" in his terms)  like waarsc)bijnigk  C`probable/probably]':
modal  adjective  / adverb),  l,(i denk (`CI think": mental  state  predicate), and  kurenen

("can": modal  auxiliary)  are  conceptually  equivalent  in that they  all worl{  to  signal

epistemic  qualification (i.e. how  much  and  in what  way  the  speaker  is comrnitted

to the  truth  of  a  state  of  affairs  denoted by the  (complement) clause)  but they  arise

in different linguistic realizations  due to tiheir functional divergence in such

pragmatic dimensions as the perfotmativity vs.  de$criptivity of  the  epistemic

qualification, the  subjectivtivity  vs.  intersujectivity of  the  epistemic  qualification,
the  informational status  of  the  cpistemic  qualification, and  interaction strategy.

   Although his radically  different conception  ofgrounding  obviously  does not  fit

in well  with  the current  CG  framework, there  is no  doubt that  it poses the

inteyesting question of  how  to deal with the  sense  of  epistemic  modality  shown  by

 such  
"non-grounding"

 expressions  as  modal  adverbs  and  first-person mental  state
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predicates.

6. The  papets revicwed  above  show  insightfu1 discussions of  groundiflg phe-
nomena  with  analyses  of  wide-ranging  cross-linguistic  data and  interesting diver-

gences from Langacker's standard  ideas in a  number  of  respects.  This shows  how
usefu1  this book will  be for those  who  investigate subjective  or  deictic aspects  of

grammar  like definiteness, tense, and  modality,  even  with  non-CG  perspectives.
The book also  demonstrates how  Cognitive Grammar  can  incorporate the theory
of  mental  spaces  (Fauconnier igg4)  efllectively  and  fruitfUIIy in its expanded

research  applications.

  The  typos I have noticed  are  as  fo11ows:

    P. 22i,  line 2g:  reminder  -  remainder

    p･ 264,  line 2s: relevant  -  irrelevant

    p･ 384, line 3: it Ps] this virtual  occurrence

                             References
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